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Joanne Greenbaum: D'Amelio Terras 
Michael Muster 

Joanne Greenbaum's recent work utilizes brightly colored ribbons of paint winding 
around representations of boxes and some ellipses, forming rubrics of activity over 
broad white grounds. Her vaguely calligraphic vocabulary of spiraling loops and 
scrolls, dots and squares seems sprung whole from an intense immersion in 
advanced doodling. Greenbaum's broad use of color establishes the engagement 
between the elements of each canvas. Brick-red spirals offset acid-green squares 
and navy-blue circles in one, while lemon yellow, acid orange, and pastel pink 
galvanize another. The randomness of these combinations, matched with her 
entangled motifs, creates a seemingly irrepressible spontaneity as the unifying force 
between each work. These activated clusters generally occupy a third to less than 
half the surface area of the canvases, leaving broad tracts free from the interplay of 
the sparse, yet sinuous shapes. This lends the work a clean, almost shiny veneer 
and a type of freshness borne of open, airy space. The illogicality of their placement 
is countered by its sense of quirky industry, perhaps demonstrating nothing more 
than the energy inherent in creating the pieces. Greenbaum's light touch and 
reliance on line and color is satisfying in its reassurance that simplicity doesn't 
always have to be stoic. Viewing Greenbaum's show is like enjoying a guilty 
pleasure, only without the guilt. The work here reflects the direct and infectious joy of 
its invention. The paint, generally applied in washes with an almost casual, easy-
going manner does not explore the painterly aspects of the medium per se, and the 
nonplused handling lends a dash of improvisational flair and wit. Neither entirely 
gestural nor completely precise, its allure is not in its formal aspect, or even in its 
lack thereof, but rather in its persuasive unconcern for such matters.
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